Rising London drill stars Zeggé and Reemo
deliver extreme promise with hard-hitting new
track ‘Connect’
LONDON, TOTTENHAM/ HACKNEY,
UNITED KINGDOM, October 23, 2020
/EINPresswire.com/ -- North Londonbased has two new exciting drill
legends in-the-making with Zeggé and
Reemo and their new hit ‘Connect’.
‘Connect’ displays the young duo
flourishing in their newly-trademarked
back-to-back, bombastic style with
heavy inspiration from the likes of
genre pioneers like Skepta and Chip.
‘Connect’ is out now and can be
listened to on Spotify, Apple Music and
Tidal.
------------------------------------------------------------Stefan Toren, Head of A&R at A&R
Factory said:
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“These guys are the real deal. They’re coming with a huge executional talent with their musicality
and style. They’re swimming confidently in the wake of huge UK rappers like Dave and A J Tracey,
and I wouldn’t be surprised if these guys aren’t already on their radar for a future collaboration”

Describing the track, Zeggé said:
“The song ‘Connect’ is me and Reemo doing what we do best. This song was inspired by a
necessity to make big things happen for not only ourselves, but for those around and close to us
also. It is in essence, a promise.”

------------------------------------------------------------About the artist
Zeggé and Reemo are young Londonbased drill rappers hailing from
Tottenham and Hackney. Since their
debut track ‘Bang’, Zeggé and Reemo
have been gaining solid views and
digital presence – as well as playing
shows such as GBNGA. With the
release of ‘Connect’ the two legends-inthe-making hope to establish
themselves in the London drill scene
alongside luminaries such as Skepta, A J
Tracey and J Hus
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/529068896
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